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Mongolian Peace and Unification Movement Joint Written Resolution 

 

Blessed Families of the physical and spiritual world! 

Dear brothers and sisters of the Mongolian birthmark who are dedicating their bodies and souls for 

the providence! 

Dear Ambassadors for Peace who are working to realize the peaceful dream of <One Family Under 

God>! 

Mighty Blessed members who have dedicated their lives in the frontlines of the Mongolian 

providence and leaders of the organization have gathered to declare with resolute volition their 

conscience, loyalty and spirit in the form of a written resolution.  

We hope that the brothers and sisters who accept this resolution may participate with the passion of 

working for the realization of God and True Parents’ dream. 

How much dedication and endless love from True Parents must have been devoted to Mongolia for it 

to go from a nation that barely overcame its communist regime 16 years ago and triumph over the 

heavy and difficult environment in society to be reborn as a nation that now supports the world 

providence. 

History is a witness that today’s Mongolian Peace and Unification Movement owes its thanks to the 

many elders who understood the truth and shed their blood, sweat and tears with unchanging shim-

jung to establish a foundation of sacrifice, and it also owes its thanks to the investment of the 

passion of the younger members. 

We inherited the Words and the Will that True Father received as a revelation from God and we 

marched towards the restoration of a nation with a vision and a mission—even while we gave 

lectures in difficult environments or went fundraising in foreign lands, we always held a smile in our 

faces, our confidence never faded, and God’s tears never dried from our eyes. 

Yet, what is happening today in our Movement? 

The leadership that used to inspire through love has degenerated to a type that threatens and forces 

[compliance]; many members and many Blessed Families have lost direction for their conscience and 

[the leadership] is pushing them towards confusion. People who seek a way to solve the problem are 

simply branded destroyers and heretics.  



God is shedding tears of blood as he looks upon the division of brothers and pandemonium that has 

become of the providence. 

Those who are creating this conflicting situation on purpose and those who support such actions: 

how are you going to bear the screams and wrath of spirit world? 

Even though our National Messiah [has been accused of being] the “Fallen Archangel” and our true 

elder brother of being “Fallen Adam” which is an un-Principled view that stabs at the heart—even 

while they must bear the disgrace and humiliation [of such accusations] they are continuously 

investing in God’s providence without a moment’s doubt in their hearts. 

The younger brothers hiding behind the scenes participate in machinations concocted by a few 

people who are blinded by power and riches—they ruthlessly swear at their elder brother to whom 

they are related by blood and they sell their Father’s name and control this shameful work.  

They are driving old friends who worked together in difficult times into becoming sworn enemies.  

The providence has left the road of unification and is standing at the edge of a cliff. 

Now it is the time for a resolution. 

We as Mongolian brothers and sisters will not remain as mere spectators or avoid this situation any 

longer.  

We want to overcome the current providential confusion with the correct providential standard and 

with ownership, and we want to fulfill our infinite responsibility in realizing God’s dream for 

Mongolia.  

Thus, we hereby present our resolution to God and True Parents, and convey this to all the Blessed 

Families on heaven and earth and to our brothers and sisters around the world. 

Our Resolution: 

1. We learned through True Father’s revelation that God’s fundamental Will and Vision is to 
establish the true ideal of peace centered on true love. True Father’s life teachings on this 
subject are summarized in 8 volumes and are further compressed in the expression “One 
Family Under God.” The True Family is the substantial model of God’s Will, and the Blessed 
Families have the responsibility to bear likeness with the True Family and fulfill that Will and 
providence. 
 
Rooted in God’s fundamental Will and vision, we will fulfill our essential mission as Blessed 
Families and fulfill the providential responsibility given to Mongolia.  
 

2. The essential Principle that True Father revealed is a Heavenly Law and an unchanging law 
that God, humankind, and creation must uphold and abide by.  
 
We will act according to rules and justice centered on this Principle; and no threat or 
organizational order that goes against this Principle will be able to bend our conscientious 
resolution or our actions. 



 
3. True Parent’s Unification Movement never jumped aboard the bandwagon of power or was 

simply swayed by the feeling of the times, but historically [the Movement] always judged 
good from evil, standing on the side of justice, and correcting lies. Because of our 
accomplishments we are able to proudly say that we stand at the center of the providence. 
 
We must no longer allow such a culture, in which lies are disguised as if they were true, to 
gain power within our Unification Movement. We will strongly [choose to] not comply with 
orders whenever lies or hypocrisy are detected in terms of the policies and decisions of the 
current leadership of the Unification Movement.  
 

4. In the history of God’s providence the secret for victory was to use a strategy of true love of 
“getting hit first and then to reclaim”. The reason True Parents were able to become the 
champions of peace is because they lived a great life of loving and liberating their enemies 
even before their own children. They have been planting their seeds with these 
accomplishments throughout the world. 
 
The new Unification Church that is being created these days is destroying the precious legacy 
of a culture of true love that was established on the basis of the blood, sweat, and tears of our 
True Parents. They discard leaders who have been dedicating themselves for God’s Will as if 
they were old shoes, and they are driving out people who stand for justice and for 
conscientious actions as if they were heretics. They are forcefully ordering leaders who have 
dedicated themselves for the providence and for God’s Will to pledge their loyalty, and they 
are even stirring up and instigating these leaders to force them to judge their own brothers 
and sisters.   
 
We will not follow these orders that put True Father in a bad light and make him the 
laughingstock of history. No such attempt in Mongolia will be allowed.  
 

5. The most important thing to True Parents, True Family, and Blessed Families is the providence. 
And God is the center of the providence. The providence is God’s eternal Will, and True 
Parent’s dream of realizing that Will is absolute and unchanging.  
 
Our Mongolian Blessed Families will take the correct providential perspective and a subjective 
role in order to realize God’s Will and True Parents’ dream which are absolute, unique, eternal, 
and unchanging. 
 

6. All assets and providential institutions of the Unification Movement are not the possession of 
any one individual or organization. They belong to God and all humanity and must be used for 
God’s providence and humankind. 
 
We will not allow any attempts by any individual or organization to use their power to make 
these assets into their own, and we will strongly stand against them.  
 

7. All humankind stands in front of God’s providence as individuals or as a collective that has to 
fulfill its own portion of responsibility. 
 
Our Mongolian Blessed Families will work to fulfill not only our individual or family-level 
portion of responsibility, but we will work to accomplish the mission of fulfilling the collective 



portion of responsibility of the Mongolian providence with sincerity. Moreover, we will exhibit 
a spirit of mutual cooperation to amicably accept all activities that are aligned with True 
Parents’ will and the Principle in order to quicken the fulfillment of our providential goals. 
 
This is our resolution. The leaders and central members of the Mongolian providential 
institutions established by our True Parents reached a consensus after much anguish and 
consideration and we have passed this resolution. We hereby declare its passage to all our 
brothers and sisters around the world. 
 
 

Mongolian Peace and Unification Movement 
December 13, 2010 

3 PM 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Starting our Proclamation 

             Reading Our Proclamation all together  

 

           Signing on the Proclamation one by one  

  

 

                                All Leaders together   

           All leaders together 

    

 


